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HAMMERSMITH REGATTA 
23th April 2022 

SAFETY PLAN 
 

1 Event Safety Structure 
 
1.1 Safety Structure 
 Chairman of the Organising Committee Tim Koch 
 Chairman of the Race Committee Daniel Walker 
 Event Safety Adviser   Charles Pretzlik 

Regatta Controller   Kate Rennoldson 
Welfare Co-ordinator   Stephen Aitken 
COVID officer    Kate Cyr 

 
2 Introduction 
 
2.1 Purpose 

This is the combined safety, emergency and welfare plan for Hammersmith Amateur 
Regatta. 

 
2.2 Reference Documents 

British Rowing ‘RowSafe: Guide to Good Practice in Rowing’ 
(http://www.britishrowing.org/row-safe) 
British Rowing Rules of Racing 
(http://www.britishrowing.org/sites/default/files/pages/15505/Rules%20of%20Racin
g%202013.pdf) 

 PLA Code of Practice for Rowing on the Tidal Thames above Putney 
(http://www.pla.co.uk/pdfs/maritime/THE_ROWING_CODE.pdf) 

 TRRC Code of Practice for Regattas on the Tideway 
 

2.3 Scope 
This guidance applies to Hammersmith Regatta in 2022 

 
2.4 Definitions 

ESA Event Safety Advisor 
RC Race Controller 
PLA Port of London Authority 
 

3 Event 
 
3.1 Hammersmith Regatta 2022 - TIMINGS 

 Duration: At the maximum 08:30 – 19:00 on Saturday 23rd April. 
 HW 07:57; LW 15:33; HW 21:37 
 Note that during this time racing will be suspended from approx. 15:00 to approx. 

16:00 to allow for the turn of the tide at Low Water 
 In the event that Hammersmith Bridge is closed to river traffic, the event will either 

be adjusted such that the finish line is moved upstream or abandoned altogether 
 
3.2 Event Location 

The event is run on the tidal River Thames between the Mile Post and Chiswick 
Steps. 
The scope of safety cover will extend from Barn Elms Rowing Club and Putney end of 
Dukes Meadows. 
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In the event that passage under Hammersmith Bridge is closed during the event [●] 
 
 
3.3 PLA’s Ebb Tide Flag Warning System 
 The guidelines as identified in Appendix G will be applied before the event takes 

place by the ESA. 
 
3.4 Categories Offered 

This event is open to virtually the full spectrum of boat classes permitted under the 
Rules of Racing. 

 
3.5 Pre-inspection 
 Approximately 30 mins before the start of the regatta the ESA will travel over the 

course and/or observe river and weather conditions or unusual obstructions. In the 
event of serious problems, a final decision can be made on any appropriate actions 
such as delayed start or cancellation. 
The ESA will assist the RC during the event. 

 
3.6 Instructions 

Umpires, Safety and other officials will be issued with all relevant safety 
documentation prior to the event. Specific safety and radio information will be issued 
on the day. 
Competitors will receive details of the arrangements and instructions for pre-race 
marshalling and procedure for navigation. Competitors will be advised that officials’ 
instructions must be obeyed. 

 
3.7 Water Rescue Cover 

During the event two rescue craft will be on station patrolling areas as identified on 
the attached Circulation Plan.  Safety support will be on station for the entirety of the 
event, from 13:00 to 20:00.  

 
3.8 Extent of Cover 

While the rescue crews are there predominantly to provide cover for those involved 
with the event, cover will extend to any persons who need assistance on water within 
the area covered by the event. 

 
As part of the emergency plan the key location along the course has been identified 
for the landing of any casualties which will be Lower Mall, Hammersmith, London W6 
9DJ. (Auriol Kensington Rowing Club). The RC will pass on this information during 
any emergency call out. 

 
4 Radio and Other Communication 
 
4.1 Radio Network 

A radio network consisting of base stations and hand-held units will be in operation 
for the duration of the event.  Regatta Control will be at Auriol Kensington Rowing 
Club.  The safety boats will have marine radios. 

 
Should there be a radio network failure during an incident, rescue personnel, umpires 
etc will need to use mobile phones or rely on the use of audible whistles/loud hailers 
as primary means to raise alarm. 

 
 If radio communications fail during the regatta, the Chairman of the Race Committee 

and ESA will agree a course of action, which may be to suspend the regatta until the 
problem is resolved. 
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4.2 Other Communications 
 Regatta Control will ensure that the following emergency numbers are available at all 

times: 
 

Emergency 
In most situations ask for  
“Coast Guard” for RNLI 
(otherwise “ Fire”, “Police”, 
“Ambulance” as normal) 

Telephone: Dial 999 
Marine Radio: Channel 14 “London VTS” 

Regatta Control 
Auriol Kensington Rowing Club 
 

07808 165 218  
(Kate Rennoldson, Regatta Controller) 
07899 961 636 (Charles Pretzlik, Event Safety 
Adviser) 
Daniel Walker – 07970 433561 
(Chairman of the race committee) 

Thames Barrier Navigation 
Control (PLA, RNLI, Police) 

020 3260 7711 Marine Radio: Channel 14 “London 
VTS” 

Police (non-emergency) 
Putney, Fulham & Marine 

0300 123 1212  

Accident & Emergency 
Charing Cross Hospital 
Fulham Palace Road, 
Hammersmith W6 

020 8846 1005 (A&E dept) 
020 8846 1234 (Switchboard) 

 
5 Emergency Response 
 
5.1 Structured Approach 

The RC and ESA, based at Regatta Control during the event, are in charge of the 
regatta. 

 
An emergency response structure will be adopted, and use terminology familiar to 
the emergency services when dealing with major incidents. This will provide ready 
coordination and communication at the event should the need arise to declare a 
major incident and call in outside support. 

 
The RC is designated Silver Controller for any incidents during the regatta. 
Responsibility for safety rests with all persons involved with the event. 

 
 Regatta Control will send the ESA to any serious incident.  Once he has arrived on 

site and been briefed, the ESA becomes Controller for the incident and will co-
ordinate the work of the emergency services on site.  The ESA will summon 
additional emergency support via radio, marine radio, or telephone as follows: 

 
 For medical assistance: alert the onsite ambulance via radio 
 For serious water-borne incident: also alert London VTS via marine channel 

or telephone. 
 For serious land-based incident: contact Emergency Services (999) by 

telephone. 
 For incidents with mass casualties: contact 999 and notify Charing Cross 

A&E. 
 
5.2 Waterborne Response procedure 
 The first observer of any incident should raise the alarm by radio, telephone or 

through audible/visual means and proceed to take any immediate life-saving 
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measures within their level of competence.  NB. That individual should not put 
themselves at risk and thereby potentially compounding a problem. 

 
 
 
It should not be assumed, however, that others are dealing with an incident just 
because there are a lot of people about.  The site should not be overcrowded, but it 
should be checked that the incident is being managed. Observers with a radio should 
listen out and make sure that Regatta Control (Daniel Walker - chairman of the race 
committee) is dealing with the incident. 
 

 The first radio-equipped regatta official to arrive at the scene of an incident is to take 
initial control of the incident and act as Bronze Control until relieved. As soon as 
immediate life-saving measures are in hand, make sure Regatta Control has been 
notified. The initial incident report should briefly include: 

 
• Where. 
• What has happened. 
• The number of casualties. 
• The severity of injuries. 
• Any support required. 
 

 As soon as an incident is reported, all stations on the radio network are to minimise 
their traffic. Absolute priority is to be given to Regatta Control and those responding 
directly to the incident. 

 
 NB. Whilst the regatta will be operating 2 radio channels (an Event Channel and a 

Safety Channel), officials will only be in contact with Regatta Control on the Event 
Channel.  Regatta Control will relay requests for safety assistance to the rescue boats 
on the Safety Channel. 

 
 Prevent further incidents by advising Regatta Control if racing should be stopped. 
 
 If radio communications fail, officials will attract the attention of the rescue craft by 

whistle/loud hailer and the mobile telephone network. 
 

Any and all casualties are to be taken to Auriol Kensington Rowing Club. 
 
5.3 Reporting 
 The British Rowing “Incident Report Form” is to be completed by those involved in 

the incident and the ESA as soon as safely possible, as well as the “British Rowing 
Regatta/Head Medical Return” where incidents required transfer to hospital or 
involved significant injury. 

 
6 Rescue Craft, Ambulance and Medical Adviser 
 
6.1 Rescue craft. 

Only vessels with high levels of free board and stability will be used as rescue craft.  
These vessels will have a full British Rowing Row Safe Guide-compliant safety kit on 
board. 
 
Two rescue craft will be positioned on the course with the sole role of providing 
rescue and first aid for the competitors and support personnel on the river. 
 
They will position themselves in accordance with the circulation plan, approx. 30 
minutes before the start of the event. 
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The final positions will be defined on the day by the ESA, depending on weather 
conditions. 
 
In addition to the rescue craft there will be a number of umpire and marshal 
launches which may be able to offer assistance to competitors in an emergency.  
 
Co-ordination of the craft will be by radio with the ESA and RC. On the river the 
umpires can attract the attention of the rescue craft by the use of the Radios.  
Should there be a failure of the radio network then officials will revert to the use of 
the whistles and sounding of the klaxon and use if necessary mobile phones. 
 

6.2 Ambulance 
One ambulance will be on station in [Lower Mall Hammersmith W6 9DJ] for the 
duration of the event. 

 
6.3 Safety Adviser  

The Event Safety Adviser will ensure that Charing Cross hospital and the London 
Ambulance Service (LAS) have been informed of the event. 

 
7 Welfare Policy and Plan 
 
7.1 Policy 

The Organisers of Hammersmith Amateur Regatta believe that the welfare and 
wellbeing of all children is paramount. All children, regardless of age, gender, 
ethnicity, religion or ability, have equal rights to safety and protection. All suspicions, 
concerns and allegations of harm will be taken seriously and responded to swiftly and 
appropriately. 
 
A welfare coordinator for the competition will be appointed annually and will act as 
the point of contact for any concerns or allegations. Their contact number will be 
included in the Competitors Instructions, posted in the registration area throughout 
the duration of the competition and will be made know to all race officials. 
 

7.2 Contact Numbers 
 
Regatta’s welfare coordinator – Stephen Aitken    07866 361233 
 
British Rowing child protection officer (CPO)  020 8237 6700 
 
NSPCC       0808 800 5000 
 
Local police      0300 123 1212 
 
Please initially report any concerns to the Regatta’s welfare coordinator. 

 
7.3 Plan 

The welfare officer for the 2022 event will be Stephen Aitken. He will be available 
throughout the duration of the event in race headquarters at Auriol Kensington and 
will be contactable by any race official via the radio network or by mobile phone 
where this is deemed more appropriate. He will determine appropriate action to be 
taken, and should any incident warrant such action, will be responsible for reporting 
to the police and the British Rowing child protection officer. 
 
Given the nature of the event, where crews are boating from a variety of locations 
along the river, it is not possible for the event organisers to take responsibility for 
security at any specific location. Adults with responsibility for children entered in the 
event – coaches and parents – are expected to ensure that boating locations are 
suitable and are reminded of the need for suitable clothing for the prevailing 
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conditions on the day of the event, given that there is the possibility of a wait before 
the start. Crew coaches are further reminded that in rough conditions it is they who 
must make the assessment of whether their crew can safely boat and race in the 
conditions - particularly so where there is a junior cox. Row Safe sections 1.4, 1.7, 
1.8 and 3.2 are particularly relevant. 
 
In the event that a participant goes missing for a period exceeding 30 minutes, the 
Regatta welfare coordinator should be contacted and she will contact the police if this 
has not already been done. The crew contact details given to the event organisers 
will be used to contact the adult responsible for any junior reportedly involved in an 
incident. It is therefore incumbent upon the person entering the crew to ensure that 
a usable contact number is included in the entry. No individual contact details for 
juniors will be held by the organising committee. 
 
All competitors in the event may be photographed or filmed by amateurs, or by 
professionals who sell these images and footage, and these media may be used for 
identification or publicity purposes. The organisers of Hammersmith Amateur Regatta 
cannot prevent this, as the banks and the bridges near the course are open to the 
public. Officials and competitors must be aware of this. 
 

8 Cancellation 
 
8.1 Pre – event 

Weather conditions will be monitored prior to the day of the event.  If there are 
significant adverse weather conditions predicted, the organising committee will 
review the situation, and the possibility of cancelling the event will de decided upon.  
The decision will be notified to all competing clubs. 
 

8.2 Pre – Start 
The ESA will travel the course and/or observe river and weather conditions before the 
start. In the event of any significant problems, he/she will decide whether to delay 
the start or abandon the regatta. 
 
Boats already on the water will be instructed to return to their boating points and will 
be marshalled into the most sheltered shore in order to clear the river. 

 
8.3 During the Regatta 

The ESA will be monitoring water and weather conditions throughout the regatta and 
advise other officials of any significant deterioration on the course. 
 
If the event has started, it will only be abandoned on instructions from the ESA in 
consultation with the Chairman of the Race committee. 
 
The instruction will be issued over the Radio network through Race Control: 
 “RACE ABANDONED, RACE ABANDONED, RACE ABANDONED”. 
 
From that time strict radio silence must be maintained unless a response is requested 
or an immediate safety response is required. 
 
Officials will immediately instruct the crews in their vicinity to STOP. This will be 
maintained until every crew has stopped. Care must be taken that any crews coming 
downstream - especially if they are still racing - do not interfere with other crews still 
moving who may not have reacted as quickly. 
 
ALL CREWS TO BE HELD UNTIL INSTRUCTED OTHERWISE (Unless there is an 
immediate safety concern in which case the official in the vicinity will manage the 
situation, and contact the RC and seek advice and assistance). 
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Once the cause of abandonment has been ascertained the following evacuation 
process will be implemented, subject to: 
 
a) In the case of unforeseen circumstances which render the plan below 
inappropriate the ESA will determine the appropriate course of events and 
communicate to the marshals to manage. 
 
b) The ESA/RC may, as an alternative, order a suspension of racing, but this should 
not normally last more than 20 minutes before abandonment is declared or normal 
marshalling/racing resumes. 
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Appendix A 
 

COURSE PLAN 
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Appendix B 
Ambulance Access 
Ordnance Survey National Grid Reference 

  
Access Point  Post 

Code 
Corney Reach Way  W4 2UG 
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Appendix C 
Self Assessment for the Code of Practice for Regattas on the Tideway 2010 
 

General Conditions 

1. Has the Regatta reached agreement with the Regional Water Safety Advisor (member of the 
TRRC Executive), or their nominated representative(s) of how they propose to comply with this 
code before issuing timetable and draw information to their competitors. [Y] 

2. Does all information incorporate the Tideway Code rules, state where the rules may be seen in 
full. Y 

3. Has the Regatta ensured all Safety Launches have at least 2 crew members one of whom must 
be first aid trained to be fit for purpose (a competent regatta official may be used, but this is 
not optimal). Y 

4. Has the standard events letter been sent to the PLA at least a week prior to the event. Y 

5. Are the race organisers and those staffing Race Control aware of and make use of the 
information in the TRRC Radio Protocol. Y 

6. Does it say in the competitors instructions it should be suggested that all crew boats should 
carry a mobile phone. Y 

7. Is it written in the Officials and Competitors instructions that in the event of an emergency 
requiring the use of 999 they should request the Coastguard. Y 

Navigation 

8. Is it clear to crews that the main navigation channel (the fairway) shall remain open at all times 
during the regatta. Y 

9. Are all crews participating aware that during the event they must obey the starboard hand rule 
including during racing. Y 

Marshalling and conduct of racing 

10. Do all events using the same stretch of water or course have the same circulation pattern, 
marshalling and instructions to competitors and officials. N/A 

11. Is the event aware that crews will only be marshalled in areas designated for ‘working the 
slacks’. Y 

12. Does the event have lookouts posted above and below their courses throughout their racing 
equipped with radios to warn of, and to alert, approaching traffic. Y 

13. Are all Umpires and other launches involved in the racing to be equipped with radios with a 
designated and manned regatta control point. Y 

14. Does regatta control have access to a radio open on the marine channel (VHF Channel 14) at all 
times. Is this channel monitored and used to assist the event and other river users in 
maintaining the navigation with the minimum of disruption to all users. [this requirement 
pended until TRRC marine band radio available] Y 

15. Is the event aware of the “colour“ status. Y 

16. Is the event aware that all races must be two abreast for Regattas that are not considered 
“Green”. Y 

17. Does the event if they are anticipating Three (3) lane racing have the following conditions: 

a) It is undertaken effectively and responsibly. Y 
b) Is the start marshal an appropriate person e.g. a licensed umpire in a launch? Y 
c) The race umpire is in charge of the race and will gain positive conformation that the course 
is clear before starting any race. Y 
d) The status and competence of crews will be assessed. Y 
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e) It will occur at a suitable state of the tide when there is “a lot”, sufficient water. This will 
depend on the height of the tide and the area of the tideway where racing is occurring. Y 
f) All 3 lane racing must have the approval of the Chairman of the race committee. Y 
g) Provision must be made in the safety documentation if 3 lane racing is a possibility or a 
probability. Y 
h) No trainee umpire will be the race umpire except in exceptional circumstances. Y 
i) Competent umpires would be required. Y 

18. Are umpires aware that crews must be positioned in the fairway at the start so that they can 
race within the requirements of the starboard hand rule. Y 

19. Is it stated at the briefing and in the instructions that racing crews to be escorted at all times 
including those rowing over. Y 

20. Has the regatta ensured that competitors and officials are thoroughly briefed before going 
afloat. Y 

21. Has the event designated an official to be in change at the start to assist competitors and 
officials in complying in a consistent way with this code. Y 

Specific Requirements 

22. Has the regatta taken into account specific requirements relating to a particular course or 
location, for example, marshalling in the Kew Bridge area, to be agreed with individual events. 
Y 
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Appendix D 

TRRC Regatta Self Assessment Document Checklist 
 

  Regatta Self Assessment Document Checklist 
 

Event Hammersmith Amateur Regatta 

 
Date Event will 
be held 

23rd April 2022 

PLA/EA (as appropriate) 
3-2 months before the event Date Approved/Issued 

Permissions obtained from PLA/EA TBA  

Notice to Mariners (if applicable) PLA informed 

River Closure for the Event (Yes/No) No 

Documentation Sent to the TRRC 
1 month before the event Date Sent Approved (Name) 

British Rowing Audit Form [●]/03/22  

Safety Plan info. [●]/03/22  

Risk Assessment [●]/03/22  

Organising Committee 

Chairman of the Race Committee Daniel Walker 

Safety Adviser Charles Pretzlik 

 
I confirm that all relevant documentation for the event has been fully reviewed and complies with all 
requirements of the British Rowing Rules of Racing, the Guide to Safe Practice in Rowing and the 
relevant Codes. Further, that the Risk Assessment and Safety Plan have been reviewed since last year, 
and in addition to the Instructions to Competitors and Officials, take into account any new 
requirements or changes to the event. 
 

Name Charles Pretzlik 

Position Safety Adviser 

Date [●]/03/22 

 

Signature 

  

 

For and on behalf of the Hammersmith Amateur Regatta Organising Committee 
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Appendix E 
British Rowing Audit 
 
   Yes  No  N/A 
1.0 Water Safety Adviser and  Welfare Officer       
1.1 Has a person been appointed to act as Water Safety 

Adviser for the event as required by the ARA? 
 X     

1.2 Is the Water Safety Adviser a member of the 
Organising Committee?  

 X     

1.3 Is Water Safety a regular item at each meeting of the 
Organising Committee? 

 X     

1.4 Has a Welfare Officer been appointed (see SPCG 11 
- Guidelines for rowing competitions - includes competition 
safeguarding checklist)? 

 X     

1.5 Is the Welfare Officer a member of the Organising 
Committee? 

 X     

1.6 Is Welfare and Safeguarding a regular item at each 
meeting of the Organising Committee? 

 X     

1.7 Is Water Safety part of the event review?  X     
1.8 Is Welfare and Safeguarding part of the event review?  X     
        
2.0 Risk Assessment       
2.1 Has a Risk Assessment been undertaken covering 

situations on both land and water including the 
welfare and safeguarding of juniors or vulnerable 
adults? 

 X     

 Does the Risk Assessment incorporate welfare and 
safeguarding issues 

 X     

2.2 Is the nature of the course taken into account 
including the start and finish area, the room for crews 
to overtake over the majority of the course and room 
to accommodate other water users or crews not 
racing 

 X     

2.3 Is the Risk Assessment reviewed after each event 
taking account of previous incidents, changes to the 
course or new hazards? 

 X     

        
3.0 Safety Plan       
3.1 Has a Safety Plan been formulated, based on your 

Risk Assessment?  
 X     

3.2 Does the Safety Plan incorporate welfare issues, or 
has a separate Welfare Plan been formulated (see 
SPCG 11 – Guidelines for rowing competitions)? 

 X     

3.3 Does the Safety Plan cover the decision making 
process for cancellation due to inclement conditions, 
rules applying to the event, communications, medical 
and first aid, the start and finish, Race 

 X     
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Monitors/Umpires, instructions to officials and 
competitors, emergency vehicle access and an 
Accident and Emergency Action Plan?  

   Yes  No  N/A 
3.4 Has the Safety Plan been shown to the police, water 

authority, ambulance service, life saving and first aid 
organisations to confirm that the event can take place 
under safe conditions for both competitors and the 
general public.  

     X 

3.5 Do you ensure that officials, safety boat crews, 
umpires, first aiders and medical officer are fully 
briefed about your Accident and Emergency Action 
Plan?   

 X 
 

    

        
4.0 First Aid       
4.1 Do you provide first aid cover?    X     
4.2 Do you appoint a Medical Adviser to ensure that all 

medical aspects, recovery and first aid are put in 
place?  

 X     

4.3 Do you ensure that competitors, supporters and the 
general public know where to obtain first aid?  

 X     

4.4 Do you have a medically qualified doctor on site to 
provide general medical support and advice?  

   X   

4.5 Do you have a method of communication to summon 
first aid to an accident? 
   

 X     

        
5.0 Safety boats        
5.1 Do you provide safety boats suitable for the task in 

sufficient numbers to provide rapid response?  
 X     

5.2 Are the crews of your safety boats competent in boat 
handling and rescue techniques (preferably trained to 
RYA Powerboat Level 2)?  

 X     

5.3 Do your safety boats carry buoyancy aids, line 
throwing equipment, thermal blankets, first aid 
equipment, bailer, knife, paddle, engine cut-out 
lanyard device, anchor and line and simple hand holds 
fixed to the side?  

 X     

5.4 Are the crews in radio contact with Event Control?  X     
5.5 Do you provide lifejackets/buoyancy aids for all safety 

boat crews on duty?  THEY WILL HAVE THEIR 
OWN 

     X 

        
6.0 Umpires launches       
6.1 Do your Umpires’ launches carry buoyancy aids, line 

throwing equipment, thermal blankets and first aid 
equipment? 

 X     

   Yes  No  N/A 
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6.2 Do you provide lifejackets/buoyancy aids for all 
Launch Umpires when on duty?  

 X     

6.3 Do you instruct your Umpires that in the event of an 
accident their first duty is to the safety of the 
competitor?   

 X     

6.4 Do you provide Launch Umpires with radio 
communication and loudhailers?  

 X     

        
7.0 Bank Umpiring:       
7.1 Where practical do you provide your Bank Umpires 

with line throwing equipment?  
     X 

7.2 Do you provide radio communication and loudhailers 
for Bank Umpires?   

     X 

        
8.0 Race Monitors in Processional Races        
8.1 Do you appoint sufficient Race Monitors so that 

between them they can observe the full course? 
     X 

8.2 Do you place Race Monitors in positions where there 
are tight bends, narrow passages that prevent 
overtaking, or where special care needs to be taken?  

     X 

8.3 Do you provide Race Monitors with radio 
communication and loud hailers?   

     X 

        
9.0 Instructions to Officials and Competitors       
9.1 Do you provide officials and competitors with 

instructions which include local racing rules, 
navigation rules, flow pattern and identification of 
local hazards together with a plan of the course 
illustrating these features?  

 X     

9.2 Do you advise competitors of the actions they should 
take in the event of an accident together with 
emergency telephone numbers and the location of 
the nearest telephone?   

 X     

9.3 Do you provide officials with specific instructions 
regarding their particular duty?   

 X     

9.4 Do you instruct course officials and safety launch 
crews to be in position prior to crews boating? 
  

 X     
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   Yes  No  N/A 
10.0 Control Commission       
10.1 Do you have a system in place to check competitors 

boats comply with the Rules of Racing regarding heel 
release mechanisms, bow balls, rudder lines and 
rudders, general boat condition and integrity, 
buoyancy compartment integrity and coxswains 
ability to escape from a front loader?   

 X     

        
11.0 Signposting       
11.1 Where required do you display warning notices of 

the event to other water users and the actions they 
should take? 

     X 

11.2 Where practical do you clearly buoy the racing 
course and traffic lanes for other passing river users 
as required by the local navigation or harbour 
authority?  

     X 
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Appendix F 
Welfare Statement & Plan 

 

Hammersmith Regatta 2022 
Welfare Policy Statement 

In accordance with the British Rowing Safeguarding Handbook 
4 
 

The Organising Committee of Hammersmith Regatta believes that the welfare and wellbeing of all 
participants are paramount, whether as competitors or as spectators, and is committed to ensuring 
safeguarding practice reflects statutory responsibilities, government guidance and complies with best 
practice and British Rowing requirements. It acknowledges that everyone, regardless of age, ability or 
disability, gender reassignment, race, religion or belief, sex or sexual orientation, socio-economic 
background, have equal rights to safety and protection and that special measures are required to 
protect children and young people and adults at risk.  
All suspicions, concerns and allegations of harm will be taken seriously and responded to swiftly and 
appropriately.  
This Policy Statement aims to ensure that all participants: 
● have a positive and enjoyable experience of sport at Hammersmith Regatta in a safe environment  
● are protected from abuse while participating/attending at Hammersmith Regatta or outside of the 
activity.  
The Hammersmith Regatta policy and procedures will be widely promoted and are mandatory for 
everyone involved in Hammersmith Regatta Failure to comply with the policy and procedures will be 
addressed without delay and may ultimately result in dismissal/exclusion from the event and future 
British Rowing competitions both virtual, indoor and on water.  
 
Responsibilities of the Organising Committee (OC)  
As part of our safeguarding policy the OC will:  
●  promote and prioritise the safety and wellbeing of participants, officials, volunteers and spectators;  
●  ensure all personnel understand their roles and responsibilities in respect of safeguarding and 
welfare and have undertaken appropriate training;  
●  ensure all personnel dealing with minors in rowing are aware of the British Rowing Safeguarding 
and Protecting Children Policy;  
●  ensure the Event Safety Advisor is aware of this Policy Statement and Safety plan;  
●  ensure appropriate action is taken in the event of welfare incidents/concerns of abuse and that 
support is provided to the individual/s who raise or disclose the concern;  
●  ensure that confidential, detailed and accurate records of all safeguarding concerns are maintained 
and securely stored;  
●  do their best to prevent the employment/deployment of unsuitable individuals;  
●  ensure robust safeguarding arrangements and procedures are in operation - a designated Event 
Welfare  
Officer will be appointed annually and is responsible for receiving and managing any concern/reports 
with the appropriate bodies (British Rowing, Local Authorities, the NSPCC and/or the Police).  
The Event Welfare Officer for 2022 will be Stephen Aitken. They can be contacted using the mobile 
number 07866361233 or email stephenacoach@gmail.com. This contact number will be posted on 
the competition website and they can be contacted via any event official during the event as well.  
To report an allegation or concern, please contact the Event Welfare Officer on 07866361233  
The only volunteers who may have substantial, unsupervised access to children are Members of the 
First Aid providers and The Event Welfare Officer They will be asked to provide the date and 
number of their enhanced disclosure from the Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS). Where no such 
disclosure exists, the Committee will require one to be produced before the event.  

Responsibility of clubs  
It is a condition of entry to Hammersmith Regatta that any crew that includes junior athletes shall 
have a named coach or responsible adult. The named coach or responsible adult, who must be over 
the age of 18, must be named on the entry form and a current mobile telephone number for that 
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person must be provided. If a substitute coach or responsible adult comes to the competition, they 
must contact the Event Welfare Officer and register their mobile telephone number.  
Each named coach or responsible adult is responsible for the welfare, safety and appropriate 
supervision of their crew or entered athlete and is always expected to know the whereabouts of all 
their athletes during the competition.  
All participants and coaches must abide by British Rowing Rules of Racing and Codes of Conduct as 
well as the BR Safeguarding Policy, which can be found on our https://www.britishrowing.org/wp-
content/uploads/2021/09/British-Rowing-Safeguarding-Handbook-3-Club-training-and-competition-
guidance-Covid-guidance-template.pdf, and are expected to demonstrate good sportsmanship and 
conduct at all times.  

Medical provision  
All medical staff will be sent a copy of this Policy Statement and be given the contact details for the 
Event Welfare Officer.  
In an emergency the Race Committee/Safety Advisor/Welfare Officer should contact the emergency 
services using 999.  

Security 
Volunteers and officials may be briefed on exercising vigilance for anything suspicious eg someone 
unknown to the crews hanging around or tampering with equipment; people taking pictures near the 
changing facilities.  

Missing persons  
If a person has been missing for more than 20 minutes, contact the Event Welfare Officer and/or the 
Event Safety Advisor via any official.  
If a child goes missing during an event, the following procedure will be applied.  
●  Officials must ensure that all other children continue to be supervised appropriately while a search 
for the child concerned is carried out.  
●  The initial report must be reported to the EWO.  
●  The EWO will request all available officials to conduct a search of the surrounding area allocating 
each individual to a specific area.  
●  Radio communication should convey a description of the child but not their full name.  
●  All those searching should be told to report back within a short time, dependent on the size of the 
area being searched.  
●  If the child cannot be found after a search of the immediate surroundings, the child’s parents/carers 
should be contacted to advise them of the concern and reassure them that everything is being done to 
locate the child.  
●  A note should be made of the circumstances in which the child has gone missing and where he/she 
was last seen. A detailed physical description of the child should be prepared, including their hair and 
eye colour, approximate height and build and clothing he/she was wearing, as this will be required by 
the police.  
●  The concern should be reported to the police if the search is unsuccessful, no later than 20 minutes 
after the initial missing person report if the search is ongoing.  
●  Police guidance should be followed, further action recommended should be taken and close contact 
with the police maintained;  
●  All officials involved, the parents, searchers, and police must be informed if at any stage the child is 
located 

DBS checks, access to young people or their contact details  
The Entries Secretary and Registration personnel should not hold any contact details for young people 
and do not need to be DBS checked. DBS disclosures of medical staff and the Event Welfare Officer 
shall be checked.  
Any personnel having contact unsupervised with minors in an enclosed environment (if they have not 
had DBS Checks performed) must work in pairs.  

Photography and publicity  
The OC recognises that at a sports event such as the British Rowing Hammersmith Regatta many 
parents and other supporters will wish to take photographs and all participants should be aware of 
this.  
The OC may approve photography by commercial organisations and these professional 
photographers will be asked to display a badge to the effect that they are permitted to take 
photographs. The OC will provide the professional photographers with a copy of British Rowing 
Photography Policy which they are expected to sign and follow.  
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A copy of the British Rowing Photography Policy Safeguarding Handbook 4 will be available on the 
British Rowing https://www.britishrowing.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/British-Rowing-
Safeguarding-Handbook-4-Safety-in-the-digital-world-Covid-guidance-template.pdf 
Live streaming  
The purpose of any live streaming must be to promote a positive image of rowing, and its competitors, 
officials and spectators. Live streaming should promote the inclusivity and diversity of rowing, and it is 
important that we reduce any opportunities for misinterpretation or abuse.  
The OC will ensure that any company engaged for the purpose of livestreaming provides the Event 
Welfare Officer with an up-to-date safeguarding policy which also takes into consideration:  
● positioning of cameras: this must respect the dignity of any individual; 
● promotion of safety: cameras should be redirected away from incidents to avoid any footage which 
could later be kept and used for the purpose of cyber-bullying.  
In accordance with British Rowing’s Online Safety and Social Media Policy, competitors using a 
webcam to contribute to live-streaming should ensure the following.  
The location cannot be identified. 
The use of language and body language is respectful and appropriate for spectators of any age. 
The location is a communal or outdoor space such as a study or dining room and never a bedroom or 
other private space.  
Subjects are appropriately dressed with full rowing kit. 
Unwanted or inappropriate imagery and personal items (such as family photographs) are not visible. 
Remember that mirrors (or even windows) can display items or family members you are not expecting 
to be seen. No family members, particularly children, are visible.  

Monitoring  
This policy will be reviewed a year after development and then every three years, or in the following 
circumstances.  
● There is a change in legislation and/or government guidance as required by the Local Safeguarding 
Children Board, UK Sport and/or Home Country Sports Councils and British Rowing.  
● Any other significant change or event occurs. February 2022  
 
 
 
 
 
Reporting structure for concerns or allegations at Hammersmith Regatta 
 
Reporting procedures concerning a child:  
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Reporting procedures concerning an adult at risk:  
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Appendix G 
PLA Ebb Tide Flag Warning System 
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Appendix H 
Risk Assessment 
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HAMMERSMITH AMATEUR REGATTA 2022 
 

RISK ASSESSMENT 
 

This document sets out the Risk Assessment for the Hammersmith Amateur Regatta to be conducted on Saturday 23rd April 2021.  It has been prepared in 
accordance with the British Rowing Row Safe Guide to identify potential safety hazards and to ensure that each is properly understood, identify existing 
safeguards and emergency plans, and identify whether additional action is required to reduce risks to a tolerable level.   Risk in this context arises from the 
likelihood of an accident occurring causing injury as a result of a hazard.  Risk reduces in direct proportion to the precautions taken. 
 
For each hazard identified, the planned mechanisms to control (avoid) this hazard, and to mitigate (reduce its impact if it occurs), are listed.  The residual risk 
is defined in terms of severity (“S”) and likelihood (“L”) on a scale of 1-3, with their product being the overall residual risk (“R”) factor, where: 
 

 CONTROL = The preventative mechanisms planned to avoid this hazard 
 LIKELIHOOD = The residual likelihood of this occurring, even after controls are in place { L1: Highly unlikely; L2: Unlikely; L3: Likely } 
 MITIGATION = The reactive emergency mechanisms planned to reduce the impact of this hazard if it occurs 
 SEVERITY = The residual impact of the risk occurring, even after mitigation is in place { S1: Slightly harmful; S2: Harmful; S3: Extremely harmful } 
 RESIDUAL RISK { R1: Trivial risk; R2: Tolerable risk; R3 or 4: Moderate risk; R6: Substantial risk; R9: Intolerable Risk } 

 
Where hazards were felt to benefit from specific examples, or where they change in likelihood over time (e.g. at different stages of tide), this information is 
shown in italics. 
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 HAZARD CONTROL L MITIGATION S R 
  COLLISION     
A Unfamiliarity or 

incompetence with 
Tideway navigation 
and/or conditions 

 Regatta Instructions, Circulation Maps, and Safety, Emergency and Welfare Plan 
to be made available to all competing clubs during the week before the event.  In 
addition, each crew will receive reminder instructions with their race number 
upon registration.  All competitors are expected to adhere to these instructions. 

 Coxswains and steerspersons are the masters of their vessels.  As such, they 
are expected to be familiar and competent with Tideway navigation (COLREGS, 
The Code of Practice for Rowing on the Tidal Thames above Putney, “the 
Code”) and the range of Tideway conditions (e.g. waves, wind, debris, etc).  
Competitors are expected to be experienced in Tideway rowing and racing, 
comply with the British Rowing Row Safe Guide, the Code, heed all warnings, 
and have read their instructions.  Masters of vessels whatever their age are 
responsible for navigation and coaches and clubs are advised only to enter 
competent persons as steerspersons.  All masters of vessels must comply with 
the Col Regs Rule 5 (keep a good look out) at all times 

 Non-Tideway-based crews will be identified by regatta officials on the day to 
ensure they have understood the guidance for rowing safely on the Tideway. 
 

2  2 4 
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 HAZARD CONTROL L MITIGATION S R 
B Collision of 

competitors during 
racing 

 See “A” above.  The circulation maps identify the circulation pattern of 
competitors.  Crews are expected to be competent. 

 Regatta Instructions, Circulation Maps, Safety Emergency and Welfare Plan to 
be made available to all competing clubs 

 Since 1 April 2006 the Rules of Racing require clubs to distribute such 
information to individual crews. 

 Competitors are expected to be experienced in Tideway rowing and racing, 
comply with the British Rowing Row Safe Guide, the Code, heed all warnings, 
and have read their instructions.  Masters of vessels (steersmen) whatever their 
age are responsible for navigation and coaches and clubs are advised only to 
enter competent persons as steerspersons. 

 Races are to be row-overs (one boat), two abreast or three abreast. 
 Umpires are to maintain strict control over crews, using their experience and 

judgement to determine when crews may safely deviate from following strictly 
the ‘starboard hand rule’. 

 Umpires to be instructed to position their launches in the centre of the racing 
channel (when safe to do so) particularly when officiating over a three boat race. 

 Three abreast racing to be restricted by category of competitor and class of boat, 
as follows (all for both men and women): 

o Senior in 2x, 4-, 4+ and 8o 
o Intermediate 1 in 2x, 4-, 4+, 4x and 8o 
o Intermediate 2 in 4-, 4+ and 8o 
o Intermediate 3 in 4+ and 8o 
o Masters in 2x, 4-, 4+ and 4x 

1  Rapid response of 
Rescue, Umpires  & 
Marshals as per 
Safety Plan 

 Suitably experienced 
Umpires to officiate 
over all races, 
particularly those 
involving three 
crews 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

2 2 
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 HAZARD CONTROL L MITIGATION S R 
C Collision with other 

river traffic (e.g. 
non-competing 
crews, powered 
vessels, sailboats) 
during racing 

Examples of risks of collision with other river traffic include: 
 Pleasure cruisers, Class V and powered vessels: these craft will be transiting 

through the regatta area.  In theory, if they are “with the stream” they will either 
follow or go ahead of racing crews; if they are travelling “against the stream” they 
will pass oncoming racing crews port to port.  However, the vessels may or may 
not know about the regatta, and they may or may not navigate or react properly.  
Also, as per PLA regulations, regatta personnel may not give navigational 
instructions to these craft, but can inform them of the regatta.  These craft may 
be particularly prevalent on fair weather days, and may increase in frequency 
with the height of the tide 

 Non-competing crews: rowers from local clubs will be out training during the day, 
and will need to use the Surrey bank, the Fairway, and may turn at almost any 
point.  Also, they may, or may not, be aware of the regatta; and they may, or 
may not, navigate or react properly. 

 Sailing boats:  sailors may take to the river, and their navigation course usually 
takes them in zig-zag patterns across the river. However, they normally go out 2 
hours before high tide so this should not present a problem this year. 
 

1  Rapid response of 
Rescue, Umpires  & 
Marshals as per 
Safety Plan 

3 3 
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 HAZARD CONTROL L MITIGATION S R 
   See “A” above.  The circulation maps identify the circulation pattern of 

competitors and other river users.  Crews are expected to be competent. 
 One lookout shall be posted near each end of the regatta course to identify any 

approaching craft.  They must be located such that they can see craft in 
sufficient time to take appropriate action before the craft reach the marshalling 
areas, and must be competent to operate the regatta radio system.  Upon 
spotting oncoming craft, lookouts will alert Regatta Control via radio, and if 
possible, inform the oncoming craft of the regatta and its course. 

 Umpires will positively confirm the course is clear before starting races, will delay 
races to allow the course to be clear, and will halt or redirect races as 
appropriate to avoid collision. 

 Umpires to be given reminder of the COLREG “Sound Signals” 
 All Tideway rowing clubs will be notified of regatta via the TRRC website, 

Divisional Representatives, and e-mail from the PLA. 
 All Hammersmith-based rowing and sailing clubs will be notified via Letter each 

to their premises, addressed to the Captain/Commodore and/or the Club Water 
Safety Adviser. 

 The Marine Channel (VHF Channel 14) will be monitored continuously 
throughout the event (e.g. emergency river traffic).  Also, the start and finish of 
each session of racing will be announced via the Marine Channel. 

 All river users will be notified of the regatta via a Notice to Mariners (NTM). 
 Competitors are required to adhere to COLREGS and the Code, staying to the 

starboard station of the fairway, and follow umpire’s instructions. 
 Umpires to be instructed to position their launches in the centre of the racing 

channel (when safe to do so) particularly when officiating over a three boat race. 
 Particular vigilance and instruction will be required from the Umpire during a 

three boat race to ensure that the crews do not impede the channel. 

1  Rapid response of 
Rescue, Umpires  & 
Marshals as per 
Safety Plan 

2 2 
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 HAZARD CONTROL L MITIGATION S R 
D Collision with 

stationary items or 
obstructions during 
racing (e.g. moored 
boats) 

 See “A” above.  The circulation maps identify key hazards.  Crews are expected 
to be competent. 

 Racing will take place on the starboard station of the fairway, as described in 
instructions and circulation maps.  Umpires will attempt to warn of any hazard, 
and competitors are expected to respond. 

 For races on Ebb tide, a marshal’s boat will be positioned to identify and warn 
crews approaching the start area (Chiswick Steps) 

 Umpires to review the wind/current conditions prior to and during a race, and 
adjust the competitors’ course or stop the race accordingly 

 If regatta organisers deploy a moored boat (e.g. as a start marshal near 
Chiswick Steps for ebb tide racing), it must be out of the fairway to comply with 
PLA regulations and be out of the way of powered vessels, but may be 
unexpected by non-competing crews.  Thus, it should be manned and a lookout 
maintained, if possible, even while the tide is turning and/or it is not being used. 

1  Rapid response of 
Rescue, Umpires  & 
Marshals as per 
Safety Plan 

3 3 

E Collision with 
stationary items or 
obstructions during 
marshalling (e.g. 
moored boats, 
piers) 

 See “A” above.  The circulation maps identify key hazards. 
 Marshalling to take place upstream of the Marshals Launch as described in 

instructions and circulation maps, where river speed is slower and obstacles are 
well known and marked on circulation maps.  Marshals will attempt to warn of 
any impending collision. Competitors expected to adhere to these instructions 
and respond promptly to marshals. 

 Regatta organisers will avoid racing vulnerable (e.g. junior, non-Tideway) crews 
on flood tide, where possible 

 At the turn of the tides, crews returning late from racing, or those boating early 
for warm-ups or marshalling, may find the moored boats are misaligned, turned 
sideways in the river, causing congestion, and possibly confusing rowers as to 
the correct navigation pattern. 

2  Rapid response of 
Rescue, Umpires  & 
Marshals as per 
Safety Plan 

2 4 
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 HAZARD CONTROL L MITIGATION S R 
F Collision with other 

craft during 
marshalling 

 See “A” above.  The circulation maps identify the circulation pattern of racing and 
non-racing crews and other vessels. 

 Marshalling to take place on the Surrey shore upstream of the marshals launch 
as described in instructions and circulation maps, where traffic is unidirectional 
and generally slower.  Marshals will attempt to warn of any impending collision. 
Competitors expected to adhere to these instructions and respond promptly to 
marshals. 

 All Tideway rowing clubs will be notified of regatta via TRRC website, Div Reps, 
and e-mail from the PLA, requesting that non-competing crews are aware and 
conscientious of racing crews.  Similarly, all nearby sailing clubs will be notified 
directly. 

 All river users will be notified of the regatta via a Notice to Mariners NTM). 
 Regatta organisers will avoid racing vulnerable (e.g. junior, non-Tideway) crews 

on flood tide, where possible 

2  Rapid response of 
Rescue, Umpires  & 
Marshals as per 
Safety Plan 

1 2 

G Collision with other 
craft, stationary 
items or 
obstructions during 
turn towards shore 
after racing 

 See “A” above 
 Umpires will escort vulnerable crews while they turn and head back to their 

boating location 

2  Rapid response of 
Rescue, Umpires  & 
Marshals as per 
Safety Plan 

1 2 

H Collision with other 
craft during warm-
up or warm-down 

 See “A” above 2  Rapid response of 
Rescue, Umpires  & 
Marshals as per 
Safety Plan 

2 4 

I Collision with debris  Lookouts at either end of the regatta course will alert regatta control if they spot 
any large debris heading towards the course. All umpires will seek course 
clearance before they start a race from Lookouts. 

 If large debris is spotted by any official, it will be reported via radio, and 
appropriate action taken (manoeuvre racing crews, abort race, pause in starting 
additional races, removal of debris, etc.) 

1  Rapid response of 
Rescue, Umpires  & 
Marshals as per 
Safety Plan 

2 2 
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 HAZARD CONTROL L MITIGATION S R 
  SWAMPING / OVERTURNING / CAPSIZE     
A Drowning, 

hypothermia or 
other injuries due to 
swamping, 
overturning, or 
capsize of 
competitors craft 

 Risk may be increase as the tide rises, which often increases swell, waves, etc. 
 All competitors must carry out their own risk assessment on their craft for the 

conditions seen. 
 Most competitors are expected to be experienced at rowing and racing on the 

Tideway 
 Clubs expected to adhere to instructions sent out with draw and handed to them 

upon registration, which demand that clubs do not enter unsuitable crews. 
 Wake caused by regatta officials to be minimised as best as possible, using high 

speed only in an emergency 
 Umpires to review course for wake from other craft before and during each race, 

adjusting course, delaying or stopping the race as necessary. 
 Coxswains must wear British Rowing-approved buoyancy devices 
 All competitors are required to be in good health and able to swim as per British 

Rowing Row Safe Guide section 1.9 
 Clubs must enter only craft that comply with the British Rowing Row Safe Guide 

sections 2.1 and 2.3 (bow balls, heel restraints, buoyancy etc). 
 Rescue, umpire and marshalling craft to carry appropriate first aid kits including 

thermal/foil blankets 

1  Rapid response of 
Rescue, Umpires  & 
Marshals as per 
Safety Plan 

2 2 

B Drowning, 
hypothermia or 
other injuries due to 
swamping, 
overturning, or 
capsize of rescue, 
umpires’ or 
marshals’ craft 
during retrieval of 
persons from the 
water 

 Rescue craft to have enough free board/buoyancy to prevent 
swamping/overturning during rescue. 

 Umpire and marshalling personnel to be competent in providing initial assistance 
prior to rescue/safety craft arriving. 

 Rescue, umpire and marshalling craft to carry appropriate first aid kits including 
thermal/foil blankets 

 Minimum 2 rescue personnel per rescue craft  
 Regatta personnel involved with the water elements of the event must wear a 

buoyancy device and be able to swim. 

1  Rapid response of 
Rescue, Umpires  & 
Marshals as per 
Safety Plan 

3 3 

  OTHER INJURIES     
A Hypothermia due to 

exposure of regatta 
personnel to cold 
weather 

 All regatta personnel are required by the British Rowing Row Safe Guide to carry 
out a personal risk assessment and thereafter to wear adequate, suitable, 
layered and warm clothing 

1  Rapid response of 
Rescue, Umpires  & 
Marshals as per 
Safety Plan 

2 2 
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 HAZARD CONTROL L MITIGATION S R 
B Other hazards 

causing injury to 
regatta personnel, 
competitors, 
spectators. 

 Reliance on competency of individuals 2  Rapid response of 
Rescue, Umpires  & 
Marshals as per 
Safety Plan 

1 2 

  SAFEGUARDING AND PROTECTING CHILDREN     
A Juniors exposed to 

situations which 
may put at risk their 
welfare. 

 Race Committee to formulate a ‘Safeguarding and Protecting Children Policy’ 
(“the Policy”) and appoint a Regatta Welfare Coordinator to implement and 
enforce the Policy (the Policy to be prominently displayed on the Regatta 
website and at crew registration on the day of the event). 

 None of the officials or volunteers working at the Regatta will be juniors and so 
the only juniors present as part of the event will be competitors; they will all be 
under the supervision of their rowing masters or coaches and will at no time be 
under the personal supervision of any Regatta official. 

1  Vigilance on the part 
of all Regatta 
officials to the 
possibility that any 
harm may come to 
the juniors present 

 Presence of the 
Regatta Welfare 
Coordinator to be a 
point of contact for 
any juniors who may 
feel at risk 

3 3 

  ADVERSE WEATHER     
A Unanticipated 

adverse weather 
conditions 

 Regatta Control to check the weather conditions and forecast the evening before 
the regatta, one hour before the regatta start, and at mid-day.  Should the 
conditions put the competitors at risk, the Race Committee will take the 
appropriate action (e.g. delaying the start, shortening or adjusting the course, 
suspending and/or cancelling the regatta). 

1  Rapid response of 
Rescue, Umpires  & 
Marshals as per 
Safety Plan 

2 2 

B Wind against tide, 
high winds, poor 
visibility and major 
waterborne events 

 Should the conditions put the competitors at risk, the Race Committee will take 
the appropriate action (e.g. delaying the start, shortening or adjusting the course, 
suspending and/or cancelling the regatta). 

2  Rapid response of 
Rescue, Umpires  & 
Marshals as per 
Safety Plan 

2 4 

C Lightning  In the event of lightning, Regatta Control will monitor the gap between the visible 
lightning strike and the sound of thunder from the strike: 

o If this gap drops below 30 seconds, the regatta is to be suspended 
immediately, and water-based regatta personnel to be recalled 
gradually, as crews return safely to the Putney Hard.  Non-regatta 
personnel will be advised to take cover in boathouses or in cars. 

o Once gap has been maintained at over 30 seconds for at least 10 
minutes, an ‘all clear’ signal is to be given, and the regatta may re-
commence, if all other conditions permit. 

2  Rapid response of 
Rescue, Umpires  & 
Marshals as per 
Safety Plan 

2 4 
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 HAZARD CONTROL L MITIGATION S R 
  FAILURE OF COMMUNICATIONS     
A Failure of race 

communications 
during the event 

 All radios to be tested the day before use and on the day prior to the start of 
racing.  Spare batteries to be checked for output and available for all radios.  
Base station to be at the Regatta HQ.  Regatta Control has radio channel priority 
at all times. 

 Safety Plan includes procedure to be adopted if there is a communication failure.  

2  Rapid response of 
Rescue, Umpires  & 
Marshals as per 
Safety Plan 

2 4 

  LAND BASED HAZARDS     
A Delay for 

emergency 
service/first aiders 
reaching casualty  

 Parking is the responsibility of individuals and clubs and must conform to local 
restrictions.  Access to all rowing and sailing clubs must be left clear.  Police 
patrols are to be expected.  Metropolitan Police have been informed of the 
regatta, and given copies of this Risk Assessment and Safety Plan 

 Crews are expected to keep themselves, trestles, boats, trailers and cars clear 
from the road, as advised in instructions.  Where possible, Regatta Control will 
monitor and intervene where traffic is blocking the road. 

2  Rapid response of 
Rescue, Umpires  & 
Marshals as per 
Safety Plan 

2 4 

B Fall hazard while 
unloading boats 

 Reliance on competency of crews 
 Crews expected to comply with British Rowing guidance on trailers and towing 

1  Rapid response of 
Rescue, Umpires  & 
Marshals as per 
Safety Plan 

2 2 

C Collision hazard 
due to trailers, 
boats and cars 

 Reliance on awareness of activity, traffic and traffic laws 2  Rapid response of 
Rescue, Umpires  & 
Marshals as per 
Safety Plan 

2 4 

D Collision hazard on 
road and path due 
to pedestrians and 
cycles 

 Reliance on awareness of activity 
 Instructions to competitors includes warning to coaches and spectators about 

being careful while cycling on road and towpath 

2 N.B. Safety Plan does 
not cover all of this area 
 For the covered 

area, rapid response 
of Rescue, Umpires  
& Marshals as per 
Safety Plan 

2 4 

E Injuries due to 
glass and debris on 
foreshore 

 Competitors are expected to be aware and wear shoes or boots when boating.  
Reminder in the instructions to competitors. 

1  Rapid response of 
Rescue, Umpires  & 
Marshals as per 
Safety Plan 

2 2 
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Appendix I – Why don’t rowers wear Lifejackets?  
  
Most rowers do not wear life jackets most of the time; however, the real situation is far more complex. Some rowers do wear life jackets.  Clubs have life jackets for 
their members to use, should anyone wish to. The reason why rowers do not always wear life jackets is simply that in most cases the risk assessment does not justify 
this and sometimes wearing a life jacket introduces extra hazards.  
The basic "rule" for rowers, if they capsize is to get free from the (inverted) boat, get out of the water and, get off the water.  In doing this they are taught to stay with 
the boat; their boat becomes their life raft.  Rowers need to climb on top of their boat to get as much of their body out of the water as they can, as quickly as they 
can. The big risk here is hypothermia and not drowning.  
British Rowing takes great care to develop capsize drill training and to include coaching capsize recovery as part of the qualification of coaches. The Capsize and 
Recovery training is summarised in a video at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DcPE8-gENLo.  Wearing a life jacket can increase the risk.  For example, getting 
free of an inverted boat can be difficult when wearing an inflated life jacket, as can climbing onto an inverted boat.   
Retrieving a rower into a launch is difficult and usually necessitates deflating the life jacket.   Everyone else afloat in a launch (coaches, launch drivers, rescue boat 
crew, umpires, coxes etc.) must wear a life jacket.  A Safety Alert on this was issued in 2015. This can be seen at https://www.britishrowing.org/wp-
content/uploads/2015/09/Safety-Alert-February-2015Lifejackets.pdf?126dd0.    
There are two rescue boats on duty. 

 
 
 

Appendix J – Umpire launches 
 
Hired boats 
 
 PLA Owner Owner Number 

N/A    

NB no umpire launches are being hired – some launches will be borrowed from clubs 

 


